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During the 2004-2008 period the fous of our work was the statistial analysis

of gamma-ray burst (hereafter GRB or simply burst) properties. The main di-

retion of the studies was analyzing the various gamma-properties of the bursts

from samples of di�erent satellites. We have also started working on GRB af-

terglow related topis, ontinued on osmologial and spetral studies of the

bursts.

1 Afterglows

Sine 1997 we know that bursts have ounterparts at other frequenies alled

afterglows. We have investigated a few topis in this �eld.

The origin of dark bursts � i.e. that have no observed afterglows in X-ray,

optial/NIR and radio ranges � is unlear yet. We have disussed di�erent

possibilities � instrumental biases, very high redshifts, extintion in the host

galaxies � and we have shown that they are important. On the other hand,

the dark bursts should not form a new subgroup of long gamma-ray bursts

themselves. (A. Mészáros, Z. Bagoly, S. Klose, F. Ryde, S. Larsson, L.G. Balázs,

I. Horváth, L. Borgonovo,: On the origin of the dark gamma-ray bursts., Nuovo

Cimento C, 28, 311,2005)

Furthermore, using the disriminant analysis of the multivariate statistial

analysis we ompared the distribution of the physial quantities of the opti-

ally dark and bright GRBs, deteted by the BAT and XRT on board of the

Swift Satellite. We found that the GRBs having deteted optial transients (OT)

have systematially higher peak �uxes and lower HI olumn densities than those

without OT. (L. G. Balázs, I. Horváth, Z. Bagoly, A. Mészáros, P. Veres: Ob-

servational di�erene between gamma and X-ray properties of optially dark

and bright GRBs, GAMMA-RAY BURSTS 2007: Proeedings of the Santa Fe

Conferene;1000, 44, 2007)

In a systemati searh of the OTs at GRBs the Swift satellite determined only

an upper limit of the apparent brightness in a signi�ant fration of ases. Com-

bining these upper limits with the really measured OT brightness we obtained

a sample well suited for survival analysis. Performing a Kaplan-Meier produt

limit estimation we obtained an unbiased umulative distribution of the V visual

brightness. The log
10

(N(V )) logarithmi umulative distribution an be well �t-
ted with a linear funtion of V in the form of log

10
(N(V )) = 0.2341V +onst.

We studied the dependene of V on the gamma-ray properties of the bursts.

We tested the dependene on the �uene, T90 duration and peak �ux. We found

a dependene on the peak �ux on the 99.7% signi�ane level. (L.G. Balázs, I.
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Horváth, Z. Bagoly, A. Mészáros,: Survival analysis of the Swift Optial Tran-

sient data, Nouvo Cimento B, 121, 1433, 2007)

With the early afterglow loalizations of gamma-ray burst positions made

by Swift, the lear delimitation of the prompt phase and the afterglow is not

so obvious any more. It is important to see weather the two phases have the

same origin or they stem from di�erent parts of the progenitor system. We will

ombine the two kinds of gamma-ray burst data from the Swift-XRT instru-

ment (windowed timing and photon ounting modes) and from BAT. A thor-

ough desription of the applied proedure is given. We apply various binning

tehniques to the di�erent data: Bayes bloks, exponential binning and signal-

to-noise type of binning. We present a handful of lighturves and some possible

appliations. (P. Veres, Z. Bagoly, J. Kelemen, J. �ipa: Joining Swift BAT and

XRT Lighturves, Proeedings of the 6th Huntsville Gamma-Ray Burst Sym-

posium, eds. C.A. Meegan, N. Gehrels, and C. Kouveliotou, 2009)

2 Cosmology

Another aspet of studies arried out in the 2004-2008 interval is the use of

bursts and supernovae as probes of osmology.

We observed 50 high-z (0.1 < z < 1) SN Ia host galaxies with the MIPS

amera on board the Spitzer Spae Telesope at the three photometri bands

(24, 70 and 160 µm). The galaxies were seleted to be detetable up to z ∼ 1.
Their 24, 70 and 160 µm Hubble-diagrams (redshift versus apparent brightness)

provides information about the dust ontent of the galaxies, and show whether

the visible-light observations should be orreted for an unexpeted dust on-

tent. (L.G. Balázs, P. Mészáros, P. Ábrahám, A. Moor, C. Kiss, Z. Bagoly, I.

Horváth, A. Mészáros,: Far Infrared Study of SN Ia host galaxies, in proeed-

ings of onferene �Vision for Infrared Astronomy�, 20-22 Marh 2006, Paris -

Frane)

We have arried out a Monte Carlo simulation of type Ia supernova data. It

was shown earlier that the data of SNe Ia might ontain a possible orrelation

between the estimated luminosity distanes and internal extintions. This or-

relation was shown by di�erent statistial investigations of the data. In order

to remove observational biases (for example the e�et of the detetion limit of

the observing instrument) and to test the reality of the e�et found earlier we

developed a simple routine whih simulates extintion values, redshifts and ab-

solute magnitudes for Ia supernovae. We pointed out that the orrelation found

earlier in the real data between the internal extintion and luminosity distane

does not our in the simulated sample. Furthermore, it beame obvious that

the detetion limit of the observing devies used in supernova projets does not

a�et the far end of the redshift-luminosity distane relationship of Ia super-

novae. This result strengthens the earlier onlusions of the authors that SN

Ia supernovae alone do not support the existene of dark energy. (L.G. Balázs,

Z. Hetesi, M. Korsós,: Monte Carlo Simulation of a Possible Correlation be-

tween the Estimated Luminosity Distanes and Internal extintions of Type Ia

Supernovae, Astronomishe Nahrihten, 328, 858, 2007)

We have olleted the redshifts of gamma-ray bursts in the BATSE Catalog

and ompared with the star formation rate. We aimed to larify the aordane
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between them. We also studied the ase of omoving number density of bursts

monotonously inreasing up to redshift ∼ 6− 20. A method independent of the

models of the gamma-ray bursts was used. The short and the long subgroups

were studied separately. We got that the redshift distribution of the long bursts

may be proportional to the star formation rate. For the short bursts this an

also happen, but the proportionality is less evident. For the long bursts the

monotonously inreasing senario is also less probable but still an our. For

the short bursts this alternative seems to be exluded. (A. Mészáros, Z. Bagoly,

L.G. Balázs, I. Horváth: Redshift distribution of gamma-ray bursts and star

formation rate, Astronomy and Astrophysis, 455, 785-790, 2006)

Figure 1: Histogram of z distribution in the data set. The vertial dashed line

indiates a ut between the low and high redshift part of the sample.

We studied the statistial properties of the luminosity distane and internal

extintion data of type Ia supernovae in the lists published by Tonry et al. and

Barris et al.. After seleting the luminosity distane in an empty Universe as a

referene level we divided the sample into low z < 0.25 and high z > 0.25 parts

(see Fig.1.). We further divided these subsamples by the median of the internal

extintion. Performing sign tests using the standardized residuals between the

estimated logarithmi luminosity distanes and those of an empty universe, on

the four subsamples separately, we reognized that the residuals were distributed

symmetrially in the low redshift region, independently from the internal extin-

tion. On the ontrary, the low extintion part of the data of z > 0.25 learly

showed an exess of the points with respet to an empty Universe whih was not

the ase in the high extintion region. This diversity pointed to an interrelation

between the estimated luminosity distane and internal extintion. To hara-

terize quantitatively this interrelation we introdued a hidden variable making

use of the tehnis of fator analysis. After subtrating that part of the residual
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whih was explained by the hidden variable we obtained luminosity distanes

whih were already free from interrelation with internal extintion. Fitting the

orreted luminosity distanes with osmologial models we onluded that the

SN Ia data alone did not exlude the possibility of the Λ = 0 solution. (Balázs

L.G., Hetesi Zs., Regály Zs., Csizmadia Sz., Bagoly Zs., Horváth I., Mészáros

A.,: A possible interrelation between the estimated luminosity distanes and

the internal extintions of type Ia supernovae, Astronomishe Nahrihten, 327,

917-924, 2006)

Until 6 Otober 2005 sixteen redshifts had been measured of long gamma-ray

bursts disovered by the Swift satellite. Further 45 redshifts have been measured

of the long gamma-ray bursts disovered by other satellites. We have performed

�ve statistial tests omparing the redshift distributions of these two samples

assuming as the null hypothesis an idential distribution for the two samples.

Three tests (Student's t-test, Mann-Whitney test, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test)

rejeted the null hypothesis at signi�ane levels between 97.19 and 98.55%.

Two di�erent omparisons of the medians showed extreme (99.78− 99.99994)%
signi�ane levels of rejetion. This meant that the redshifts of the Swift sample

and the redshifts of the non-Swift sample are distributed di�erently - in the

Swift sample the redshifts are on average larger. This statistial result suggests

that the long GRBs should on average be at the higher redshifts of the Swift

sample. (Z. Bagoly, A. Mészáros, L.G. Balázs, I. Horváth, S. Klose, S. Larsson,

P. Mészáros, F. Ryde, G. Tusnády,: The Swift satellite and redshifts of long

gamma-ray bursts, Astronomy and Astrophysis, 453, 797-800., 2006)

The measured redshifts of GRBs, whih were �rst deteted by the Swift

satellite, seemed to be bigger on average than the redshifts of GRBs deteted

by other satellites. We analyzed the redshift distribution of GRBs triggered and

observed by di�erent satellites (Swift, HETE2, BeppoSax, Ulyssses). After on-

sidering the possible biases signi�ant di�erene was found at the p = 95.70%
level in the redshift distributions of GRBs measured by HETE and the Swift.

(Z. Bagoly, L. G. Balázs, I. Horváth, J. Kelemen, A. Mészáros, P. Veres, G.

Tusnády: Di�erent satellites di�erent GRB redshift distributions?, 2008 NAN-

JING GAMMA-RAY BURST CONFERENCE 1065, 119, 2008; Z. Bagoly, P.

Veres: Optial observational biases in the GRB redshift, Proeedings of the 6th

Huntsville Gamma-Ray Burst Symposium, eds. C.A. Meegan, N. Gehrels, and

C. Kouveliotou, 2009)

3 Spetral analysis

We have disussed the Gamma Ray Inverse Problem. Four methods of spe-

tral deonvolution were studied and applied to the BATSE's MER data type.

We ompared these to the Band spetra. (P. Veres, I. Horváth, Z. Bagoly, L.G.

Balázs, A. Mészáros, G. Tusnády, F. Ryde: Model Independent Methods of De-

sribing GRB Spetra Using BATSE MER Data, Nouvo Cimento B, 121, 1609,

2007)

We have analyzed the spetral lags of a sample of bright gamma-ray burst

pulses observed by CGRO BATSE and ompared these with the results of high-

resolution spetrosopial investigations. We found that pulses with hard spetra

had the largest lags, and that there was a similar, but weaker orrelation be-
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Figure 2: Example for BATSE's DRM.

tween hardness-intensity orrelation index, η and lag. We have also found that

the lags di�er onsiderably between pulses within a burst. Furthermore, the

peak energy mainly dereases with inreasing lag. Assuming a lag-luminosity

relation as suggested by Norris et al., there is thus a positive luminosity-peak-

energy orrelation. We also found that the hardness ratio, of the total �ux in

two hannels, only weakly orrelates with the spetral evolution parameters.

These results were onsistent with those found in the analytial and numerial

analysis in a previous. Finally, we found that for these bursts, dominated by a

single pulse, there is a orrelation between the observed energy-�ux, F , and the

inverse of the lag, ∆t : F ∝ ∆t−1. We interpreted this �ux-lag relation found as

a onsequene of the lag-luminosity relation and that these bursts have to be rel-

atively narrowly distributed in z. However, they still had to, mainly, lie beyond

z ∼ 0.01, sine they do not oinide with the loal super-luster of galaxies. We

have disussed the observed orrelations within the ollapsar model, in whih

the ollimation of the out�ow varies. Both the thermal photospheri emission

as well as non-thermal, optially-thin synhrotron emission should be impor-

tant. (F. Ryde, D. Koevski, Z. Bagoly, N. Ryde, A. Mészáros,: Interpretations

of gamma-ray burst spetrosopy. II. Bright BATSE bursts, Astronomy and

Astrophysis, 432, 105, 2005)

The prinipal-omponent analysis is a statistial method, whih may lower

the number of important variables in a data set. We have disussed the use of

this method for the bursts' spetra and afterglows. The analysis indiated that

three prinipal omponents are enough to desribe the variability of the data.

The orrelation between the spetral index α and the redshift suggests that

the thermal emission omponent beomes more dominant at larger redshifts.

(Z. Bagoly, I. Horváth, L.G. Balázs, L. Borgonovo, S. Larsson, A. Mészáros, F.

Ryde,: Prinipal Component Analysis of Gamma-Ray Bursts' Spetra., Nuovo

Cimento C, 28, 295, 2005)
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We have studied a sample of 197 long BATSE GRBs, where 11 variables,

desribing the time behavior of the spetra and other quantities, were olleted.

The appliation of the fator analysis on this sample showed that �ve fators

desribe the sample satisfatorily. Both the pseudo-redshifts oming from the

variability and the Amati-relation in its original form are disfavored. (Z. Bagoly,

L. Borgonovo, A. Mészáros, L.G. Balázs, I. Horváth,: Fator analysis of the long

gamma-ray bursts, Astronomy and Astrophysis, 493, 51, 2009).

4 Lighturves

The Compton Gamma Ray Observatory (CGRO) observed many types of

data and one of them is the time-tagged photon events (TTE data). We used the

Bayesian blok analysis, using Bayesian statistis, on the TTE data. We have

alulated total duration (T100), ount rates (burst photon numbers in di�erent
hannels) and ount peaks (in 64, 16 and 4ms). We presented the duration, the

peak duration and the distane between peaks distributions. Prinipal Compo-

nent Analysis (PCA) has been also applied. The PCA showed interesting results,

suh as the fat that hannel 4 (highest energy hannel) probably is very impor-

tant. (I. Horváth, J.P. Norris, J.D. Sargle, L.G. Balázs,: Preliminary results of

the analysis of the BATSE TTE data., Nuovo Cimento C, 28, 291, 2005)

We estimated the Txx quantiles of the umulative GRB light urves using our

realulated bakground. The basi information of the light urves was extrated

by multivariate statistial methods. The possible lasses of the light urves were

also brie�y disussed. (B. Varga, I. Horváth, L.G. Balázs,: A new approah of

Analyzing GRB light urves., Nuovo Cimento C, 28, 861, 2005)

5 GRB statistis

The main fous of our studies was the statistial approah to the study of

the bursts general properties. In this setion we present the work done in the

above period.

The CGRO/BATSE database inludes many types of data suh as the 16-

hannel ontinuous bakground or medium energy resolution burst data (CONT

and MER data types). We have alulated some four hundred burst's medium

energy resolution spetra and Prinipal Component Analysis has been applied.

We found that �ve omponents an desribe GRBs' spetra. (P. Veres, I. Horváth,

L.G. Balázs,: Analysis of the BATSE ontinuous MER data., Nuovo Cimento

C, 28, 355, 2005)

Gamma-ray bursts an be divided into three groups (�short� �intermediate�

�long�) with respet to their durations. The third type of gamma-ray bursts - as

known - has intermediate duration. We showed that the intermediate group is

the softest one. An anti-orrelation between the hardness and the duration was

found for this sublass in ontrast to the short and long groups. (I. Horváth,

F. Ryde, L.G. Balázs, Z. Bagoly, A. Mészáros,: Properties of the intermediate

type of gamma-ray bursts., Pro. of the 16th Maryland onferene "Gamma-

Ray Bursts in the Swift Era", eds. Holt, Gehlers, Nousek, AIP Conf. Ser. Vol.

836. Melville New York p125, 2006 )
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The lassi�ation of bursts in the three lasses above is somewhat impreise,

sine the subgroup of intermediate duration has an admixture of both short

and long bursts. In a paper a physially more reasonable de�nition of the in-

termediate group was presented, using also the hardnesses of the bursts. It was

shown again that the existene of the three groups is real, no further groups are

needed. The intermediate group was the softest one. From this new de�nition

it followed that ∼ 11% of all bursts belong to this group in the BATSE sample.

(I. Horváth, L.G. Balázs, Z. Bagoly, F. Ryde, A. Mészáros,: A new de�nition of

the intermediate subgroup of gamma-ray bursts, Astronomy & Astrophysis, ,

447, 23-30., 2006)
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Figure 3: The three groups on duration-hardness distribution.

The GRB database based on the data by the RHESSI satellite provides

a unique and homogeneous database for future analyses. In years 2006-07 we

presented the preliminary results on the duration and hardness ratio distribu-

tions for a sample of 228 GRBs observed with RHESSI (J. �ípa, R. Hude,

A. Mészáros, W. Hajdas, C. Wigger, Statistial Analyses of RHESSI GRB

Database, in proeedings of the 16th Maryland onferene "Gamma-Ray Bursts

in the Swift Era", Washington DC, Nov.29 - De.2, 2005. eds. S.S. Holt, N.

Gehlers, J.A. Nousek, AIP Conf. Series, Melville, New York (2006), 129; J.

�ípa, R. Hude, A. Mészáros, W. Hajdas, C. Wigger: Statistial analysis of

RHESSI GRB database, Nouvo Cimento B, 121, 1493, 2007). Later we used

the statistial χ2 test and the F-test to ompare the number of GRB sub-

groups in that database with the BATSE and Swift results. Similarly to the

BATSE database, the short and long subgroups are well deteted in the Swift

and RHESSI data. However, ontrary to the BATSE data, we have not found yet

a statistially signi�ant intermediate subgroup in either Swift or RHESSI data

(�ípa J., Mészáros A., Hude R., Wigger C., Hajdas W. The RHESSI Satel-

lite and Classes of Gamma-ray Bursts, in GAMMA-RAY BURSTS 2007: Pro-

eedings of the Santa Fe Conferene, 05-09 November 2007, eds. M. Galassi, D.

Palmer, E. Fenimore, AIP Conf. Pro. Vol. 1000, 56-59 (2008); �ípa J., Huja D.,
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Mészáros A., Hude R., Hajdas W., Wigger C., A Searh for Gamma-ray Burst

Subgroups in the Swift and RHESSI Databases, in 2008 Nanjing Gamma-Ray

Burst Conferene, Nanjing, China 23-27 June 2008, eds. Y.-F. Huang, Z.-G. Dai,

B. Zhang, AIP Conf. Pro. Vol. 1065, 71-74 (2008); Huja D., Mészáros A., On the

Intermediate Subgroup of the Gamma-Ray Bursts in the Swift Database, HIGH

ENERGY GAMMA-RAY ASTRONOMY: Proeedings of the 4th International

Meeting on High Energy Gamma-Ray Astronomy, Heidelberg, AIP Conferene

Proeedings, Volume 1085, 668 (2008)). Finally, in the RHESSI database the

third intermediate subgroup was already found (�ípa J., Mészáros A., Wigger

C., Huja D., Hude R., Hajdas W. Searh for Gamma-Ray Burst Classes with

the RHESSI Satellite, Astronomy and Astrophysis, in press, (2009)).

Two lasses of gamma-ray bursts have been identi�ed in the BATSE ata-

logs haraterized by durations shorter and longer than about 2 s. There are,

however, some indiations for the existene of a third lass. Swift satellite de-

tetors have di�erent spetral sensitivity than pre-Swift ones for gamma-ray

bursts. Therefore we reanalyzed the durations and their distribution and also

the lassi�ation of GRBs. We have analyzed the bursts' duration distribution,

published in The First BAT Catalog, whether it ontains two, three or more

groups. The maximum likelihood estimation was used to on the duration distri-

bution of GRBs. The three log-normal �t was signi�antly (99.54% probability)

better than the two for the duration distribution. Monte-Carlo simulations also

on�rm this probability (99.2%). Similarly, in previous results we found that the

fourth omponent is not needed. The relative frequenies of the distribution of

the groups were 7% short 35% intermediate and 58% long. Three omponents

were needed to explain the BAT GRBs' duration distribution. Although the rel-

ative frequenies of the groups were di�erent than in the BATSE GRB sample,

the di�erene in the instrument spetral sensitivities ould explain this bias.

This meant theoretial models may be needed to explain three di�erent type of

gamma-ray bursts. (I. Horváth, L.G. Balázs, Z. Bagoly, P. Veres: Classi�ation

of Swift's gamma-ray bursts, Astronomy and Astrophysis, 489, 1, 2008)

The primary sienti� goal of the GRIPS mission is to revolutionize our un-

derstanding of the early universe using gamma-ray bursts. We propose a new

generation gamma-ray observatory apable of unpreedented spetrosopy over

a wide range of gamma-ray energies (200 keV - 50 MeV) and of polarimetry

(200− 1000 keV). The gamma-ray sensitivity to nulear absorption features en-

ables the measurement of olumn densities as high as 1028cm2 2. Seondary

goals ahievable by this mission inlude diret measurements of all types of

supernova interiors through gamma-rays from radioative deays, nulear as-

trophysis with massive stars and novae, and studies of partile aeleration

near ompat stars, interstellar shoks, and lusters of galaxies. (J. Greiner, A.

Iyudin, G. Kanbah, A. Zoglauer, R. Diehl, F. Ryde, D. Hartmann, A. v. Kien-

lin, S. MBreen, M. Ajello, Z. Bagoly, L.G. Balázs, I. Horváth, A. Mészáros, et.

al.: Gamma-ray burst investigation via polarimetry and spetrosopy (GRIPS),

Experimental Astronomy, 22, 23, 2008)

We made an attempt to ombine the two kinds of data from the Swift-XRT

instrument (windowed timing and photon ounting modes) and the from BAT.

A thorough desription of the applied proedure was given. We applied vari-

ous binning tehniques to the di�erent data: Bayes bloks, exponential binning

and signal-to-noise type of binning. We presented a handful of lighturves and
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some possible appliations. (P. Veres, Z. Bagoly, J. Kelemen, I. Horváth, L. G.

Balázs, A. Mészáros, G. Tusnády: Combined Swift BAT-XRT Lighturves, 2008

NANJING GAMMA-RAY BURST CONFERENCE 1065, 35, 2008)

Figure 4: The ombined X-ray lighturve of GRB060418.

We have studied the omplete randomness of the angular distribution of

GRBs deteted by BATSE. We divided the sample into �ve subsamples (short1,

short2, intermediate, long1, long2) based on their durations and peak �uxes, and

we studied the angular distributions separately. We used three methods, Voronoi

tessellation, minimal spanning tree and multifratal spetra, to searh for non-

randomness in the subsamples. To investigate the eventual non-randomness in

the subsamples, we de�ned 13 test variables (nine from the Voronoi tessella-

tion, three from the minimal spanning tree and one from the multifratal spe-

trum). Assuming that the point patterns obtained from the BATSE subsamples

are fully random, we made Monte Carlo simulations taking into aount the

BATSE's sky-exposure funtion. The Monte Carlo simulations enabled us to

test the null hypothesis (i.e. that the angular distributions are fully random).

We tested the randomness using a binomial test and by introduing squared

Eulidean distanes in the parameter spae of the test variables. We onluded

that the short1 and short2 groups deviate signi�antly (99.90 and 99.98%, resp.)

from the full randomness in the distribution of the squared Eulidean distanes;

however, this is not the ase for the long samples. For the intermediate group,

the squared Eulidean distanes also give a signi�ant deviation (98.51%). (R.

Vavrek, L.G. Balázs, A. Mészáros, I. Horváth, Z. Bagoly,: Testing the Random-

ness in the Sky-Distribution of Gamma-Ray Bursts., MNRAS, 391, 1741, 2008)

The impat of these behaviors on the validity of the osmologial priniple is also

investigated. (A. Mészáros, L.G. Balázs, Z. Bagoly, P. Veres: Anisotropy in the

sky distributions of the short and intermediate gamma-ray bursts: Breakdown

of the osmologial priniple?, Proeedings of the 6th Huntsville Gamma-Ray

Burst Symposium, eds. C.A. Meegan, N. Gehrels, and C. Kouveliotou, 2009).
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Figure 5: Distribution of the squared Eulidean distanes of the simulated sam-

ples from the stohasti mean of the fi hidden variables (fators) in the 8D

parameter spae.

We presented multi-wavelength observations of the most distant gamma-ray

burst deteted so far GRB 080913 and studied whether it an be onsidered a

short-duration GRB and the impliations for the progenitor nature and energy

extration mehanisms. Multi-wavelength (X-ray/nIR/millimeter) observations

were made between 20.7 hours and 16.8 days after the event. Whereas a very

faint afterglow was seen at the 3.5m CAHA telesope in the nIR, the X-ray af-

terglow was learly deteted in our XMM-Newton observations. An upper limit

is reported in the mm range. At typial redshifts of other bursts, GRB 080913

would be found in the lous of short-duration GRBs on a hardness-duration

diagram, thus strengthening its membership of this lass. We also report that

GRB 080913 shows lower isotropi luminosities than GRB 060121, another likely

member of the short-duration lass of GRB at z ∼ 4.6. Regarding the nature

of the progenitor, we found that a NS+BH was slightly preferred over a dou-

ble NS merger, with the Blandford-Znajek proess operating in this sublass of

extremely energeti short GRBs. (D. Perez-Ramirez, A. de Ugarte Postigo, J.

Gorosabel, M. A. Aloy, M. A. Guerrero, J. P. Osborne, K. L. Page, R. S. War-

wik, I. Horváth, P. Veres, M. Jelinek, P. Kubanek: Detetion of the ultra-high

z short GRB 080913 and its impliations on progenitors and energy extration

mehanisms, Astronomy and Astrophysis, 2009)

Swift satellite detetors have di�erent spetral sensitivity than pre-Swift
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ones for gamma-ray bursts. Therefore it is worth to reanalyze the durations and

their distribution and also the lassi�ation of GRBs. We analyzed the bursts'

duration distribution and also the duration-hardness bivariate distribution, pub-

lished in The First BAT Catalog, whether it ontains two, three or maybe more

groups. Similarly to the BATSE data, to explain the BAT GRBs duration dis-

tribution three omponents are needed. Although, the relative frequenies of the

groups are di�erent than they were in the BATSE GRB sample, the di�erene in

the instrument spetral sensitivities an explain this bias in a natural way. This

means theoretial models may have to explain three di�erent type of gamma-ray

bursts. (I. Horváth, L.G. Balázs, P. Veres: Gamma-Ray Burst Groups Observed

by Di�erent Satellites, Proeedings of the 6th Huntsville Gamma-Ray Burst

Symposium, eds. C.A. Meegan, N. Gehrels, and C. Kouveliotou, 2009)

We used the anonial orrelation analysis of the multivariate statistis to

study the interrelation between the gamma (Fluene, 1se Peak�ux, duration)

and X-ray (early X �ux, 24 hours X �ux, X deay index, X spetral index, X

HI olumn density) data. We omputed the anonial orrelations and variables

showing that there is a signi�ant interrelation between the gamma and X-ray

data. Using the anonial variables resulted in the analysis we omputed their

orrelations (anonial loadings) with the original ones. The anonial loadings

revealed that the gamma-ray �uene and the early X-ray �ux give the strongest

ontribution to the orrelation in ontrast to the X-ray deay index and spetral

index. An interesting new result appears to be the strong ontribution of the HI

olumn density to the orrelation. Aepting the ollapsar model of long GRBs

this e�et may be interpreted as an indiation for the ejetion of an HI envelope

by the progenitor in the ourse of produing the GRB. (L.G. Balázs, I. Horváth,

P. Mészáros, G. Tusnády, P. Veres: Canonial orrelation between the gamma

and X-ray data of Swift GRBs, Proeedings of the 6th Huntsville Gamma-Ray

Burst Symposium, eds. C.A. Meegan, N. Gehrels, and C. Kouveliotou, 2009)
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